
WHAT KEELVAR D OE S

Our goal is for clients to source more 
efficiently. We do this by providing best-
practice templates for bid capture to 
ensure strong downstream results.

Once the bids are in, Keelvar’s one click 
evaluation computes the best overall 
outcome and conducts scenario analysis 
and rapid reporting. 

HOW IT WORK S

The radical improvements in economic 
efficiency and outcome control stem 
from an initial building block whereby 
buyers divide their demand into smaller 
units. This give suppliers more flexibility 
to package contracts together in order to 
realise synergies.

Each firm usually has different 
preferences over various packages of 
contracts, e.g. a trucking firms wants to 
combine routes in a manner that fits with 
existing network demand & allows for 
back-loading. The underlying package bids 
and tiered discounts from all bidders are 
then blended together to find the optimal 
outcome.

KE Y BENEF IT S

1. SAVE MONEY
 Ability to Drive Additional Savings  

(5-15% achievable) 

2. SAVE TIME
 One- Click Evaluation

3. MORE CONTROL OVER OUTCOMES
     - Include anti-monopoly constraints
 - Understand relationship between 

  costs & supplier numbers
 - Evaluate the cost of incumbency 

  switching

4. EASY TO USE
 Our stand alone SaaS application is 

easy to use and complements existing 
procurement software solutions.

SOURCING OPTIMIZATION

    @KEELVAR    WWW.KEELVAR.COM

RELE VANT C ATEG ORIE S

Facilities management, transport, fresh food, vehicle fleet, stationery, 
insurance, legal services, hotel, travel, medical devices, pharmaceuticals, 
print and packaging are all examples of categories where buyers can 
benefit from split awards. Keelvar’s sourcing optimization software can 
apply best practice techniques to maximize value in such exercises.

CONTACT US TODAY  
FOR AN ONLINE DEMO:

UK: 0203 290 2340

IRE: 021 234 8028

marketing@keelvar.com

Sourcing 
Optimization
Keelvar allows buyers to 
maximise value for money in 
large or complex tendering 
exercises. Keelvar’s evaluation 
engine allows buyers to collect 
richer bid data and rapidly 
evaluate cost trade-off’s 
against non-price objectives 
such as supplier diversity, risk 
management and incumbency 
switching tolerance.


